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Knauf Track Flexible System provides the ultimate solution for creating 
curved framing of walls, partitions, bulkheads, archways and columns. Knauf 
Track Flexible is the most convenient and cost effective method of creating 
your curved wall needs. Knauf Track Flexible is formed easily into your desired 
shape by hand.

Product Information

NAME WIDTH

(mm)

HEIGHT

(mm)

BMT 

(mm)

LENGTH

(mm)

WEIGHT

(kg/pc)

PRODUCT CODE PIECES 
PER PACK

Knauf 
Track 
Flexible

51 42 0.55 2400* 1.35 ATFLEX51-2400 10

64 46 0.55 2400 1.58 ATFLEX64-2400 10

76 42 0.55 2400 1.71 ATFLEX76-2400 10

92 42 0.75 2400 1.86 ATFLEX92-2400 8

150 42 0.75 2400* TBC ATFLEX150-2400 4

* Minimum order quantities and lead times apply
# Angle also available as a special order to accommodate archways and domes  

REVOLUTIONARY 
DESIGN
Knauf Track Flexible’s unique design 
ensures smooth curves by virtue of 
the precision- engineered crumple-
link, which deforms evenly and 
progressively between segments thus 
avoiding flat spots throughout the 
entire curvature of the desired bend. 

Unlike other systems, there is no 
need to fix every segment to the 
floor, wall or ceiling whilst creating 
the desired curve.  Nor do you have 
to hammer down each track segment 
to link them into place to secure the 
track in position.

Key Benefits

 Saves time and money with less labour 

 Fewer fixings with reduced fastener points 

 No additional materials required such as plywood bracing

 Simple screw fixing method with crimping permitted

 Highly customisable creating endless design opportunities

 Standard pack sizes for ease of delivery and handling

 Safe to install

 Fully tested solution with AS/NZS 4600:2005 and AS/
NZS4600:2016 (draft) certification

 Certified deflection fastener solution available upon request
Knauf Track Flexible
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SYSTEM INFORMATION

Application

1. Select suitable lining in 
accordance with desired curved 
radius

2. Mark out desired final location of 
track in situ

3. Simply form the desired shape 
with Knauf Track Flexible on the 
ground or over your head

4. Either screw or crimp through the 
Knauf Track Flexible side strap 
to quickly lock in shape position 
required

5. Secure fasteners through track at 
each stud point ensuring these 
are fit for purpose and to the 
required performance rating 
specified 

6. Secure the studs to the Knauf 
Track Flexible and install 
sheeting

All Knauf Metal components are 
corrosion resistant for Australian 
conditions and Standards.  Knauf 
Track Flexible are made from 
‘Next Generation’ Zincalume 
AM150 coated G300 steel for 
extra strength and corrosion 
resistance.

Warranty

Knauf Plasterboard and Knauf 
Metal products are guaranteed 
by a 10 Year Warranty

For details visit: 
knaufplasterboard.com.au 
knaufmetal.com.au

Technical Advice
1300 724 505

Customer Service
1300 725 675
      


